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hen Razali burst into my 
office and with his usual 
excited mood told me that 

I am assigned to conduct a MPOB Code 
of Practice (CoP) audit  in Kechau Palm 
Oil Mill, one of  FELDA’s  mill near Kuala 
Lipis, I asked him whether the mill is that 
horrible to have been baptized by a name 
like  Kechau?  I kept  asking myself. Why 
Kechau? No one could offer me a clue as to 
what our team comprising Mohamad Razali 
Mahidin, Rozli Ibrahim and I are going to 
face this round. I say this round because just 
before this, we audited another mill that 
certainly could have put on a better show 
than what it did. You know, stuff like how 
irritated any one will be if things like not a 
single document made available for audit 
despite our early announcement on audit 
details.

Perhaps, the word CoP  exuded the usual 
aura associated with the company internal 
auditing or external auditing exercise we are 
all familiar with. Whatever the reasons, the 
earlier mill was not in a state of readiness 
that would have made us more enthusiastic 
to conduct our exercise. Now coming back 
to the Kechau mill, the name is close to 
Kechau alright. Wonder what made them 

give a name like that to that unfortunate  
mill. Perhaps there was a village in that 
area called Kampung Kechau? When we 
enquired at the site no one could enlighten 
us.

As we drove on the well laid out tarmac 
all the way to the mill entrance, I thought to 
myself that despite the mill’s strange name 
they did have a good access road. Never 
mind the name. Not too bad after all before 
encountering Kechau.

Soon we entered the mill. The usual 
weighing bridges resting on electronic load 
cells standing above the ground welcomed 
us as though beaconing us to get our weight 
recorded free of charge. Adjacent to this was 
the mill office. We removed our shoes as was 
customary in all FELDA mills and entered 
the general office and then to the conference 
room. By then I was highly impressed 
with the upkeep of the office. Part of my 
prejudice some how or other melted down. 
Everything seemed to be in order. I could 
not believe this.

Before coming for the audit, we had sent 
a list of documents that we wanted to check 
and requested the mill to get them ready for 
our audit. The mill had everything ready for 
inspection. Every one seemed to know what 
they are supposed to do  - displaying good 
team work.
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Soon the mill management rounded up all 
the staff and brought them to the conference 
room including some officers from the 
Temerloh regional office and also from  
FELDA Head Office. All were dead serious 
about the audit which we were about to 
conduct. Every one were watching us with 
probing eyes. They also did not have a clue 
as to what we will be doing during the audit 
as this was FELDA’s first mill. They had 
the following certifications: ISO 9001, ISO 
14001 and  ISO 18001,  and our CoP was just 
another feather in their cap. 

We thought perhaps only the office is 
impressive but when we entered the mill  
we were in for multiple shocks and if they 
happened to be air waves flowing in the 
opposite direction in mid air, we could 
have developed a ram jet engine.  After 
actually spending a full day in the mill, we 
were highly impressed by every part of the 
mill. The management had actually given 
importance to each and every detail in the 
mill. At one point, I saw a nice structure and 
was about to ask whether it was the surau  
or not as it looked different form the rest of 
the building. But lo! It was the wash room fit 
enough to sleep on the floor. I am yet to see a 
wash room as clean as this in a palm oil mill.  
They told me as the building has not been 
completed and that is why there was no sign 
board yet. There are a number of things in 
this mill that came into existence due to the 
careful considerations given to the worker’s 
and environmental requirements.

Three decades ago it would have been 
unimaginable for a palm oil mill to look 
like Kechau Mill. This was basically caused 

by the estate managers assuming the role 
of an engineer for the coconut and rubber 
processing plants, where there was no 
mandatory requirement for an engineer. 
The requirement became mandatory after 
palm oil mills started operating as without 
a steam engineer no one is permitted to 
operate steam boilers.

But as mills were still under the ambit 
of the estate manager, the mill design 
philosophy did not vary significantly from 
the previous concept, i.e.,  extract the oil out 
in the crudest way.

It was only during the past two decades 
that mills started changing their image 
when mill engineers started having a say 
in milling and Malaysia started to lead the 
industry worldwide. Malaysia has now 
become not only a skill oriented country but 
also a mill machinery producing nation. 

FELDA has come a long way to become 
the centre of focus for well operated and 
well maintained mills. All their mills are well 
maintained and stand out above average. 
Apart from aesthetics appeals the extraction 
efficiency of FELDA mills are exemplary 
despite the difficulties in controlling the 
crop quality of 112 635 smallholders. Against 
these  heavy odds, FELDA is managing 
remarkably well.

We hope to see all the mills in Malaysia  
follow the lead taken by FELDA. Mills need 
not be an eyesore anymore. They  can look 
like electronic factories. FELDA  has proven  
that it can be done.


